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Ah, But ¥ our Land I, Beautiful, by Alan 
Paton (Scribner, New Yori. $12.95) 

Imtrument '![ Thy Peae,, by Alan Paton 
(Seabury, New ¥or¼, $6.9_§) 

to mind that, in following these precepts, 
however unattainable it now seems, be- make me an instrument of Thy peace." we may become Paton's instruments rather 
cause the alternative is endless strife and "Instrument of Thy Peace," first publish- than God's. God loves justice - indeed He 
brutality. ed in 1968, has been reissued this year. It is is justice - but His will is not always as 

For Christians in South Africa Paton ad- written for three kinds of people: those who clear as Paton's, and if we are to be His in
_vocates a social gospel; .. the road to freedom cannot believe, those who cannot trust, and strument, we cannot set our own agenda. 

Reviewed by Dinah D'Sou:a is via the er~," one of his characters says. those who cannot forgive. Paton offers as a 
Paton's Christianity is active rather than solution the evangelical virtues of faith, 

These are two fine books, but they pale contemplative, inextricably bound up with hope and love. How pagans, or lapsed 
before Paton's underrated master- politics. Christians, can acquire these virtues Paton 

piece, "Cry the Beloved Country" - the In the words of one character, Dr. Mon- does not specify. Instead he directs them to 
odyssey of an old village parson to the cor- ty, leader of a "defiance" campaign: the example of St. Francis, that exuberant, 
rupted city, set against the backdrop of "Politics is not the only thing in the world. humble monk of As.mi. Paton sees that most 
volatile South Africa. There are other thin~ too, pride in our of our sins result from disordered love, and 

Paton has gotten older since "Cry the schools and our children. And in our houses he prays with St. Francis, "Lord, set Thou 
Beloved Country," and more political. and gardens. But in the last resort, politics is love in order." 
Concerned with urban education, prison the mostimportant of them all. That sounds But Paton also tends to identify God's 
reform and desegregation, he also founded terrible, but it isn't, because for us politics will with man's social and political goals. 
and chaired South Africa's Liberal Party. means justice.", "To be the instrument of God's peace is not 
Activism may be more effective in achiev- This Dantean fusion of religious and to confine oneself to the field of personal 
ing Paton's liberal agenda, but as literature political interests may seem hasty to those in relationships but to concern oneself with 
it is less enduring. the West who have seen political agendas _ ; ~ .. 

"Ah, But Your Land Is Beautiful" is con- capture many of our religious bodies. But f ~ · 
cemed with civil disobedience- resistance who can blame Paton, when thesituationin 
to the white authorities of South Africa by South Africa is so extreme, and its reformers 
militant blacks, coloreds and whites. · are so weak? Paton is as irritated with pro-

While Paton identifies a kind of vicious crastinating Christians as he is with the 
conservatism at work in South Africa, he is government. He presents them as snared by 
not unaware that the problems of South soft-stomached lifestyles, unable to change 
Africa are also rooted in its disunited tribes, or to pursue the most moral action. Paton is, 
only one of which is the white settlement. however, equally suspicious of Marxists 
Paton knows how tempting the government who want to substitute their corruption for 
argument - that fierce tribal differences are existing evils. 
only allayed by "separate development" - In "Instrument of Thy Peace," Paton 
can be to reasonable men. But in the end defines his Christianity in a series of medita
Paton rejects it: Integration must be sought, tions on Saint Francis's prayer, "Lord, 
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At thesam..etime, as John Wesley prayed, 
"Lord, let me not live to be usel5." We 
should first love and obey God, but we 
should also serve our neighbor. Paton tries 
to root his social gospel in the first com
mandment, but I think it is more firmly 
based in the second. 

I am thoroughly in agreement with 
Paton's plea to South African Christians tci 
firmly but nonviolently resist apartheid. 
The United States can also put pressure on 
the white regime, not by theatrical gestures 
of divestment, but by linking trade and social 
reform . 
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